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Uncle Dave drew the paddle back and brought it crashing down squarely across my tail. When
he did, of course, my tail felt like it had suddenly caught fire. I honestly had no clue a spanking
would hurt that much - I was thinking in terms of the "play" spankings Darrin and I had given
each other with a ping-pong paddle.This, of course, was pain at a whole different level. I gasped,
and I'm sure my eyes must have widened, as I heard Darrin and Mary Lee chant, "One!" I'd
taken my hands off the footstool momentarily when he'd swatted me; but I quickly put them back
where the belonged, bent back over and thrust my tail back up to receive the second lick.Again,
Uncle Dave tapped the paddle against my tail a couple of times, then drew it back and gave me
a second swat. Again, I jumped a little and grunted, "Aagh!", as the inferno he had kindled on my
tail became more intense. Mary Lee and Darrin chanted, "Two!"And so it went. Each time he
paused long enough for me to get back "in position," then tapped my tail two or three times, and
then administered the swat. Several landed more on the left side, and several times I squirmed
around, hoping he'd spank a spot that wasn't sore.I thought he was giving it his full strength, but
that was only because I hadn't been paddled before, and didn't realize how much a paddling
stings.I yelped several times, particularly on the final few swats, but didn't really holler out, and
was nowhere near tears. But I stood there and let him fire up my tail, because I was determined
to do it (and because I'd have looked like a weakling otherwise.)After the thirteenth swat, he
paused a moment, tapped my tail lightly twice, then drew back the paddle and gave me one that
really was full force.I jumped up rubbing my tail, proud that I'd managed to take it, while Mary
Lee and Darrin clapped and cheered; and they all three hugged and congratulated me.But then,
because I was determined to do it, I "shook the hand that had just spanked me," and said,
"Thanks for spanking me, Uncle Dave - thanks for making me a spanked teen!Sic Semper
Tyrannis is a memoir about a time, not so long past, when men were free, religious values were
taken seriously. and parents were allowed to pass on the cultural heritage to their children
without governmental interference. As David Selznick remarked concerning the Antebellum
South, "Look for it only in books, for it is no more than a dream remembered, a Civilization gone
with the wind . . . "This fictional account is the story of what might have been, had Christian
parents possessed the courage of their convictions. It depicts the use of spanking and other
types of physical correction, from the perspective of an adolescent boy.Twelve year old Billy
Martin has been suddenly uprooted from the only home he knows, in liberal Stockholm, and sent
to live with his eighteen year old brother, Bob, who has recently joined an ultra-conservative
religious group in Idaho.Billy, a high-spirited youth, has been allowed to run at loose ends for his
entire life, and has never experienced discipline of any kind. He now finds himself in a vastly
different world. Bob immediately sets about bringing his kid brother into line, and giving him the
“Biblical discipline” that he, and the other sect members, consider essential to proper child
rearing. Billy strives to come to grips with the new reality.While the characters are wholly
imaginary, the issues they confront are real, and threaten to undermine the very foundations of



our civilization. This work does not contain any erotic material, but is a sobering assessment of
today’s child rearing practices in the United States and Western Europe.This is the fifty-second
volume of a more extensive saga, which traces the course of Billy and his friends as they
struggle through the years of adolescence. It should be required reading for every adolescent
boy, his parents, and all those who seek to influence him.

About the AuthorMary Cummings was born and raised in Southampton and is the author of
Arcadia Publishing's Southampton. She has been an associate editor of the Southampton Press
and is a trustee of the Southampton Historical Museum. Her interest in the images and stories
collected in Hurricane in the Hamptons, 1938 dates back to her childhood, when she listened to
the accounts of those who had lived through the storm. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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Sic Semper TyrannisVolume 52 By Wm. Martin Copyright 2015 Spanked Teen Disclaimer The
author was reared in the southern United States at a time when corporal punishment was an
accepted means of disciplining children, and he experienced such correction both at home and
at school. That discipline, however, was less severe than what is depicted here. The author
opposes child abuse. This story is a fantasy; all characters and situations are purely imaginary. It
is not intended as an endorsement of using corporal punishment to discipline real children. Its
sole purpose is to provide entertainment which its intended audience, adult evangelical
Christian readers of male-male spanking fiction, will not find offensive. Journal of Maria
Ericsson Chapte 527 - The Spanking Bank Anyhow, on the bus coming back, I sat with Mary
Lee and Chris sat with Billy (which was his whole reason for bringing Mary Lee back - so I’d have
another “seatmate”, and he could sit with Billy - Chris is really “hung up” on him.)On the bus
coming back, Mary Lee handed me a folder and said, “This is the spanking story I’m working on.
I’ve written - or at least started - several. Maybe I’ll put them all together into one long story.”I just
glanced at it; but later at “home” we read it together, and she explained to me where she’d come
up with the different ideas: The Spanking Bank Dad, and I, and Uncle Dave, and my big
brother Jim have started a “spanking bank.” Here’s how we came up with the idea. You see, Dad
and Jim and Uncle Dave all have the right to spank me whenever they think I need it - so I get
spanked quite a bit - and I’m fiercely proud of the fact that I do. Even if I am a girl, I’m not a sissy -
I get spanked just as hard and just as often as I would if I were a guyAnd whenever I get out of
line, I get a full-fledged spanking. Not just a few swats for the “little stuff,” with infrequent hidings
reserved for “when you really do something.” I know that’s the way a lot of guys do it, and maybe
it makes sense - but that’s not what we do. Dad uses the phrase “Nip it in the bud,” meaning that
we “take care of” the problems while they’re still small ones, so they won’t become bigger
problems. At least, that’s our theory; and so far, it seems to be working.Anyhow, one day
recently, when Dad got home at the end of the day and we sat down to “square up,” it turned out
I’d done two things I needed to be spanked for - I’d flunked a test at school, and then cut up at
church when we had our “girls club” meeting afterward.Each spanking is a full-blown affair - he
doesn’t just “whip you harder” if I’m in trouble for two different things. That’s not how we do it. If
I’m in trouble for two different things, I get two separate spankings, and both of them are “full
throttle.”It had happened before, of course - and generally, Dad would give me one that night,
and another the next morning - or if he was leaving town early the next morning, he’d have
Jimmy of Uncle Dave - or sometimes Mom - give me the second one.But this particular time,
Dad was taking off early the next morning, neither Jimmy nor Uncle Dave was readily available,
and if we settled for Mom giving me the second one, I’d get off a whole lot easier, and we all
knew it.I offered to let Dad spank me twice that night - but if we do that, by the time I get the
second one, my tail’s apt to be numb enough that it doesn’t really hurt all that much. I offered to
get up ad 5:00 o’clock in the morning, and let him whale me before he left - but the way we do it,



Dad spanks me for about twenty minutes - and we both thought it was important that I get the
“full treatment,” not just a “quickie.”So Dad gave me one thorough spanking that night, and said
that we’d “figure something out” about the other one, when he got back. Lying in bed that night,
with my bottom still blazing from the ministrations of Dad’s paddle, I thought it over, and did
manage to “figure out” something that I thought would work.I’d just recently opened up my first
bank account, and Dad had explained the rudiments of banking to me - so my thought was,
apply the same principle to my spankings. In other words, we’d simply establish a “spanking
account,” with me as the depositor, and with Dad, Jimmy and Uncle Dave making the
“withdrawals”, in the form of spankings administered to my tail.Any time I did anything I needed
to be spanked for, we’d simply deposit it into my account - so that, for example, if I got out of line
five times during the week - as I was likely to do - at the end of the week, I’d have accumulated
five spankings into my account. Withdrawals” could be made by Dad, Jimmy, or Uncle Dave, at
their discretion. In other words, whenever one of them gave me a spanking, that spanking was
withdrawn from the account. So that if I’d accumulated five spanking offenses during the week,
but had only been spanked twice, the balance in the account would be three spankings.Of
course, if that were all there was to it, I could simply build up a huge balance of spankings in my
account, and still be disciplined seldom or never. So I also provided that, at the end of each
month, we had to “square accounts,” i.e., bring the balance back to where it had been at the
beginning of the month.So that, if at the beginning of the month the balance was ten spankings
(a minimum, to keep the account from ever going into the negative - see below), and at the end
of the month, the balance was sixteen, I’d get six spankings at the end of the month - say, two
each day (morning and night, perhaps) for the last three days of the month, to even the score.I
wrestled with the problem of whether we could - and should - keep track of exactly which
miscreance each spanking was for. After considering the practical problems that might arise
(Jimmy could wind up spanking me for something Dad had caught me doing, or even for
something Jimmy had put me up to), I decided that spankings, like money, should be fungible -
the bank didn’t attempt to give you back the same dollar bill that you’d deposited.And the
“spanking bank” was to be open for business 24/7/365 - which, in this age of computers, was
easily done. If I got out of line at 2:00 a.m., Dad - or Jimmy or Uncle Dave - could enter a
spanking “deposit” into my account right them. And “withdrawals” could also occur any time. If
Uncle Dave stopped by, for example, and wanted to make a withdrawal from the account, I’d
simply trot over, hand him the paddle, climb across his knee, let him spank me to tears, then
thank him for taking the trouble, and ask him to give me another one, the next time he thought I
needed it.Or if Jimmy, who was in college, got in from class one afternoon, and took a notion to
spank me, he’d simply make a withdrawal from the “bank”, turn me across his knee, and let me
have it.I thought it was a good plan. That way my three disciplinarians, Dad, Jim and Uncle Dave,
could spank me whenever they had the time, and were in the right frame of mind - and I’d always
be on my toes, whether I’d been into any mischief or not, since I might get grabbed up and
spanked any time they took a notion. And there’d be none of this arguing, “I didn’t deserve a



spanking for that,” since the spankings were there in the bank, on deposit, waiting to be
withdrawn and applied to my tail.I would even be allowed to make withdrawals myself, if I thought
I needed a spanking, but nobody wanted to spank me, I’d simply withdraw “one spanking,” and
ask the first one of them I saw, to give it to me.I’d even thought of issuing gift certificates, like
banks do. Let’s say Jimmy wanted to give his friend Joey a birthday gift - he could present Joey
with a gift certificate entitling Joey to give me one spanking (or two, or three), at his leisure. So, a
couple of days after his birthday, Jimmy and Joey might suddenly appear, and Joey say, “I’ve
come to collect on this gift certificate,” and throw me across his knee and bister me good.Now,
as I said before, we didn’t want the balance in the account to fall below zero - that would,
presumably, mean I could act up and not get spanked for it. And giving me a “freebie” chance to
burn the house down, or beat Jimmy up (sure fat chance!), certainly wasn’t our intent when we
set up the “bank.”
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church when we had our “girls club” meeting afterward.Each spanking is a full-blown affair - he
doesn’t just “whip you harder” if I’m in trouble for two different things. That’s not how we do it. If
I’m in trouble for two different things, I get two separate spankings, and both of them are “full
throttle.”It had happened before, of course - and generally, Dad would give me one that night,
and another the next morning - or if he was leaving town early the next morning, he’d have
Jimmy of Uncle Dave - or sometimes Mom - give me the second one.But this particular time,
Dad was taking off early the next morning, neither Jimmy nor Uncle Dave was readily available,
and if we settled for Mom giving me the second one, I’d get off a whole lot easier, and we all
knew it.I offered to let Dad spank me twice that night - but if we do that, by the time I get the
second one, my tail’s apt to be numb enough that it doesn’t really hurt all that much. I offered to
get up ad 5:00 o’clock in the morning, and let him whale me before he left - but the way we do it,
Dad spanks me for about twenty minutes - and we both thought it was important that I get the
“full treatment,” not just a “quickie.”So Dad gave me one thorough spanking that night, and said
that we’d “figure something out” about the other one, when he got back. Lying in bed that night,
with my bottom still blazing from the ministrations of Dad’s paddle, I thought it over, and did
manage to “figure out” something that I thought would work.I’d just recently opened up my first
bank account, and Dad had explained the rudiments of banking to me - so my thought was,
apply the same principle to my spankings. In other words, we’d simply establish a “spanking
account,” with me as the depositor, and with Dad, Jimmy and Uncle Dave making the
“withdrawals”, in the form of spankings administered to my tail.Any time I did anything I needed
to be spanked for, we’d simply deposit it into my account - so that, for example, if I got out of line
five times during the week - as I was likely to do - at the end of the week, I’d have accumulated
five spankings into my account. Withdrawals” could be made by Dad, Jimmy, or Uncle Dave, at
their discretion. In other words, whenever one of them gave me a spanking, that spanking was
withdrawn from the account. So that if I’d accumulated five spanking offenses during the week,
but had only been spanked twice, the balance in the account would be three spankings.Of
course, if that were all there was to it, I could simply build up a huge balance of spankings in my
account, and still be disciplined seldom or never. So I also provided that, at the end of each
month, we had to “square accounts,” i.e., bring the balance back to where it had been at the
beginning of the month.So that, if at the beginning of the month the balance was ten spankings
(a minimum, to keep the account from ever going into the negative - see below), and at the end
of the month, the balance was sixteen, I’d get six spankings at the end of the month - say, two
each day (morning and night, perhaps) for the last three days of the month, to even the score.I
wrestled with the problem of whether we could - and should - keep track of exactly which
miscreance each spanking was for. After considering the practical problems that might arise
(Jimmy could wind up spanking me for something Dad had caught me doing, or even for
something Jimmy had put me up to), I decided that spankings, like money, should be fungible -
the bank didn’t attempt to give you back the same dollar bill that you’d deposited.And the
“spanking bank” was to be open for business 24/7/365 - which, in this age of computers, was



easily done. If I got out of line at 2:00 a.m., Dad - or Jimmy or Uncle Dave - could enter a
spanking “deposit” into my account right them. And “withdrawals” could also occur any time. If
Uncle Dave stopped by, for example, and wanted to make a withdrawal from the account, I’d
simply trot over, hand him the paddle, climb across his knee, let him spank me to tears, then
thank him for taking the trouble, and ask him to give me another one, the next time he thought I
needed it.Or if Jimmy, who was in college, got in from class one afternoon, and took a notion to
spank me, he’d simply make a withdrawal from the “bank”, turn me across his knee, and let me
have it.I thought it was a good plan. That way my three disciplinarians, Dad, Jim and Uncle Dave,
could spank me whenever they had the time, and were in the right frame of mind - and I’d always
be on my toes, whether I’d been into any mischief or not, since I might get grabbed up and
spanked any time they took a notion. And there’d be none of this arguing, “I didn’t deserve a
spanking for that,” since the spankings were there in the bank, on deposit, waiting to be
withdrawn and applied to my tail.I would even be allowed to make withdrawals myself, if I thought
I needed a spanking, but nobody wanted to spank me, I’d simply withdraw “one spanking,” and
ask the first one of them I saw, to give it to me.I’d even thought of issuing gift certificates, like
banks do. Let’s say Jimmy wanted to give his friend Joey a birthday gift - he could present Joey
with a gift certificate entitling Joey to give me one spanking (or two, or three), at his leisure. So, a
couple of days after his birthday, Jimmy and Joey might suddenly appear, and Joey say, “I’ve
come to collect on this gift certificate,” and throw me across his knee and bister me good.Now,
as I said before, we didn’t want the balance in the account to fall below zero - that would,
presumably, mean I could act up and not get spanked for it. And giving me a “freebie” chance to
burn the house down, or beat Jimmy up (sure fat chance!), certainly wasn’t our intent when we
set up the “bank.”So I started my account with the one spanking I was already owed; and then
added two “birthday spankings”, and two “report card spankings”, and two “maintenance
spankings”, and two “precautionary spankings (for stuff I hadn’t actually done, but might be
tempted to), and one “fun” spanking - just because someone felt like spanking me, and enjoyed
doing it. Chapter 528 - “Gay Pride!” So the next afternoon, when Jimmy got in, I accosted him
and explained my idea. After telling me I was nuts (which is his usual mantra), he agreed that I
needed all the spankings I could get, then grinned, and said he’d be happy to help provide
them.In fact, since Dad was out of town on business frequently, I’d be depending mainly on
Jimmy to make my system work. And he told me right up front, “Look, lil sis, I like spanking you -
it’s fun to make you cry. I get a ‘charge’ - I’m not going to be more explicit - out of flipping up your
skirt and paddling you on your knickers.”And he suggested a couple of “improvements.” First, if
he could guess what color knickers I was wearing, he got to give me five “bonus’ swats, and if he
could get the slogan right, that was worth another five.So, after the regular spanking was over,
and I was crying properly, he’d turn me back over his knee - or bend me over some object - and
give me the five of the “bonus” swats in addition to the “regular” spanking.We both thought it was
a good idea, which would make the event more interesting - and we wanted to do it just that way
- with the “bonus” swats being a separate “event.” We didn’t assume Dad would wanna “play” the



bonus round, but figured that Uncle Dave might.The second thing Jimmy said was, he wanted to
open his own account in the “bank.” Now, Jimmy was only seventeen, and had just started
college - but he still lived at home (and had no plans to move out any time soon), and had made
it real clear to Dad that when he turned eighteen and became legally an adult, nothing would
change - he still expected to get spanked, just like always, and just as hard - as in, to
tears.Indeed, Jimmy was frustrated that these spankings had become increasingly infrequent -
so he saw the “bank” as a way of getting Dad (and Uncle Dave) to spank him more frequently -
which was what he wanted.So, he proposed starting his own account in our bank, by depositing
a bunch of spankings, like I’d done, and then adding more “deposits” any time he (or Dad or
Uncle Dave) thought he’d been out of line.I couldn’t deposit spankings into his account - he’d
have let me, but I flatly refused - it would have seemed too much like me tattling on my older
brother, which I’d never do - but I could make withdrawals from his account - i.e., have him
spanked, any time I wanted to; and he also told me flatly that he intended to give me some gift
certificates on his account, and that they’d have a time limit of thirty days, or fifteen days, so I’d
have to use t hem quickly, or lose them.He also wanted to “even up” at the end of each month,
like I was gonna do - which raised the prospect of Dad having to give both of us a couple os
spankings a day, for several days, at the end of each month.Well, next we ran the idea by Uncle
Dave. He was a little odd - he lived out of town a piece, and had his place fixed up with all sorts
of paddles, straps, canes, and various other BDSM paraphernalia - I understood that he was
openly gay (well, for one thing, he had a “Gay Pride!” flag on his front porch). But spanking other
guys was his thing - and he helped Dad keep Jimmy and me in line strictly as an
accommodation to Dad and to hie niece and nephew.And because he’d had plenty of practice
beating his gay friends, and letting them beat him (he was a “switch”, he was good at it. He drove
a bulldozer, and so was plenty strong. When he had you turned across his knee, it was a cinch
you weren’t going anywhere until he decided to let you up.So when Jimmy and I drove out to
Uncle Dave’s, he first assumed Mom had sent one or both of us out bo be paddled - and was a
little disappointed when he found out such was not the case. But when we explained what we
wanted, he was - well, more than just enthusiastic.Of course, Jimmy would be depending mainly
on Uncle Dave for his swats - since Dad was gone quite a bit. And so we cut a deal that Uncle
Dave would have the password to our “bank” site, and whenever we were stacking up a balance
in our accounts, he’d simply come by and “withdraw” enough credits to even the score. He even
asked both of us to send him “daily reports” of our activities, so he could decide whether we’d
put in enough “spanking deposits.” If we hadn’t, he’d simply add some more to the account.We
left with the realization that Uncle Dave was more than a little offbeat, but that he was fully on
board for our project. We’d reached a tacit agreement that he’d spank each of us two or three
times a week, and Uncle Dave assured Jimmy that he’d “share” responsibility for my spankings,
and not try to “hog” all the “fun” for himself (especially since, being gay, he was a lot more
interested in spanking Jimmy than in spanking me).As for me, I insisted vociferously that it was
perfectly OK if they both spanked me, one after the other, so I could work off two “spanking



credits” at once; and got them to promise that they’d actually do it “sometime soon.” So when
Dad got back the next day, I already had both Jimmy and Uncle Dave enlisted as my advocates -
and after supper, we all three simply cornered him in the den, and made our sales pitch.Of
course, I was his kid - and if he didn’t want me beat up on - or wanted to do all the spanking
himself - that would have probably ended the matter. But as I’ve said, Dad subscribed to the
notion that there was no such thing as spanking a kid too much, and that the more discipline that
got applied to my tail, the better.He thought the plan sounded more than a little wacky - used
that term, in fact - but he was used to my coming up with offbeat ideas. And besides, Dad was
the one who’d suggested we “figure something out”, so he could hardly object when I did what
he’d suggested, especially since he hadn’t come up with any alternative plan.So he said, “Sure,
why not; let’s try it and see how it works; but once we start down this road, if it seems to be
working, you guys can’t back out just because you’re getting spanked a lot more, and al lot
harder, than you’d figured on.”This comment was directed primarily at me - and I immediately
foreswore any intention of welching on our deal (it was my idea, after all), and said that if I should
try to back out, I expected them to all three gang up on me and take turns spanking me until I
agreed to go through with what I’d promised.So we shook hands on it, I promised each of them,
again, that I’d submit whenever they told me to; I set up the website, with Jimmy and me each
having an initial deposit of ten “spanking credits” in our accounts, that could be drawn against.
The next day, to make it look more like a real bank, I printed deposit slips and checks for
withdrawals - and we were off.Of course, since we’d started off with a balance of ten spankings
in each account, they could have whaled both of us right then and there. But we decided to wait
a few days, until we’d built up a few more spanking “credits” in the accounts, and make the first
whaling a slightly more formal affair.So we started planning our “Grand Opening.” Of course, our
“bank” didn’t really have a physical headquarters, i.e., a building - it was only a series of
bookkeeping entries on a computer, that could have been accessed from any place on the
planet (or off it, I guess - I tried to imagine getting spanked at the space station.) Anyhow, we
had the “grand Opening” in our den - a lower level of our split-level home that had pretty much
been turned over to us kids for a playroom (but we had to keep it neat - we’d get spanked if we
didn’t).We decided to have it on Saturday afternoon - our folks would be away, Jimmy would be
“watching” us. So we made a banner and put it up, that said, “Spanking Bank - Grand
Opening!”We’d drawn a couple of paddles with force lines and stars radiating out, on the banner.
And we’d made some smaller signs, “We’ve got the right spanking plan for you!”; “Start getting
spanked properly today!”; and one that said, “Ask about our ‘spanked teen’ account!’” Another
said, “Stop by for a free sample - today only!” and “Open an account today - get ten bonus
spankings to start your account!”Let me explain about the special “spanked teen’ account. I
guess the real genesis of the idea was our knowledge that teenagers had, traditionally, been
spanked both at school and at home - at least, that’s the way we read Tom Brown’s
Schooldays.And we sensed that today most teens weren’t spanked at all, and that very few were
spanked “properly, i.e. regularly, thoroughly, and in accordance with some sort of consistent



understanding of what constituted a “spankable” offense, with a penalty reasonably certain to
follow.And we assumed that the reason teen delinquency was soaring was because the
percentage of spanked teens was plunging - post hoc, ergo propter hoc. And, to us, the solution
appeared simple - bring back the paddle, strap, hand, or other rod of correction.Of course, we
weren’t so presumptions as to suppose we could solve the problem singlehandedly [and when I
read that, I thought of Chris, who clearly intended to attempt not only that, but a great deal more,
besides.]Our immediate project was much more limited in scope - Patricia’s cousin, Bobby Don,
had only been spanked occasionally growing up, and had never been subjected to the sort fo
disciplinary regimen that we had come to believe was the only proper way to raise kids; and that
boys needed it even more than girls. But he wanted to be, or at least thought he did; and since
he was certainly no “virgin” to spanking, having had his tail effectively blistered on several
occasions, Bobby Don had at least some notion what he was getting into.Patricia knew that, as
his discipline had become more infrequent, Bobby Don had grown increasingly eager to get
“proper” correction. So she’d mentioned our spanking bank to him, and suggested it might be at
least a partial solution.
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